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awake the [ passive] body 
this is the golden age of individualism. 
Under the city impact and our living mode, we search for passive activities, 
eventually, we are numb with our senses and body, 
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How can we heal our passive bodies] 
Nowadays Issues regarding serious over time workings, occupational pains, mental disorders due to the 
work pressure are commonly found in the working classes in Hong Kong. In terms of entertainment types, 
it is likely to realize that the passive activities like film watching, playing tv games and massaging are 
scattered around the city with their growing popularities among the tired working classes. These mostly 
media and technology driven activities provide the exhausted bodies with comfort and a sense of escape 
from the reality by creating virtual experiences. However, these short periods of relaxation would induce 
an addiction of comfort and dependence. The more we rely on them, the more likely we would become 
insensitive to our body conditions and senses, developing a passive body. Active activities like sports and 
art creation work may help in refreshing the passive bodies. However, the public sports centers in Hong 
Kong are always lacking attentions. Apart from their limited figures in the city, the spatial quality inside 
these centers is mostly functional driven but not phenomenally based, in which the space would be solely 
for exercising and lack of a sense of interactions between different programmes and people. 
To tackle the problem of passive bodies in the working class, my proposal would be a public activity center 
to be located in the city center in flavor of its node of circulation in the city. From the programmatic issue, 
the center should be able to provide places for recalling people's active bodies and minds, by providing 
spaces for exercising and art creation works. While on the spatial aspect, visitors should be able in 
exploring their own sequence of experience during their engagement in the programmes. Coming from 
the busy and stressed working places, the visitors should be provided with an intermediate zone which 
helps them to cool down and achieving a sense of engagement in new activities before they take part in 
them. By arranging the programmes in an interactive and connective way, people can take part not only 
on sports, but also interactions with the others and their city. Jennifer Chan Ka Wai 

；passive ] Brit, /pasv/, U.S. /paesv/ 
adj. pschol: Denot ing a type of behaviour or personality characterized by an avoidance of direct confrontat ion or self-assertion 
What is a passive body? 
The passive body here is referring to 
the human bodies who are insensitive 
to their body situations and their sens-
es. At such situation they are lock of self-
judgments and getting more dependent 
on the external issues, which eventually 
shape their minds and actions. 
How is a passive body being induced? 
shaper1 
city impact 
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living mode 
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MTR 
in the daytime, it is 
while being the veins at night-time empty the mass out of the city, sending them bak to their living places. 
in the morning 
travel from their living districts to city centre 
in the evening 
travel from the city centre back to living districts 
y / 
Short distance travel further 
promotes the extreme speed between 
space. People's sense on distance has been 
reconstructed. 
Light Rail Network started to integrate in the 
northwestern New Territories road system since 1988, 
occupies part of the road in the district, the network 
provides short distance travel for the citizens. 
Moving walkways,the examples of extreme short 
distance travel 
Hong Kong MTR station 
replace the 3-6 min walk VS 
mid-levels escalator 
replace the 1-2 min walk 
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Speed of vehicles 
how much of the cities'image can be captured in different vehicles of different speeds? 
'window is a relationship between two worldsVihe eyes of the skin :Architecture and the senses 2nd edition, Juhani Pallasmaa, Wiley, 2005) 
escalator 
3km/hr 
experiencing the city passively 
escalator is a common facilities in Hong 
Kong. In mid-levels escalator in Central, the 
escalator is not solely used for circulation 
but for sight-seeing purpose,too. Perople 
can feel their surroundings by the routine 
led by the escalator. 
walk 
6km/hr 
experiencing the city actively 
Walking is the most fundamental travelling 
method but its characters have been 
neglected by most of the citizens due 
to their over usage on vehicles. Through 
walking, one can plan their own routines 
according to their purposes, sensational 
sttimulations are found to be in the widest 
range during this mode of travel. 
street views and noise 






skyline of the city 
Through the slow motion of star ferry, 
passengers can capture the city's image in a 
more urban scale, in which the relationship 
between buildings and sense of distances 
can be perceived. The swinging motion of 
the ferry together with the sound and smell 
from the sea create a harmonic atmosphere 
while looking at the skyline view. 
smell and wave sound 
tram 
max. 50-60km/hr 
pictures of habitation 
Trams are the slowest vehicles on the Hong 
Kong Island, which travels in the middle of 
the road on tracks. Windows are allow to 
open so winds and street sounds can be 
experienced by the passengers inside. With 
the slow speed travel, people inside can 
have a general picture on the city habitats' 
livings. Tourists also like to take the ride 
on a tram as their adventure in exploring 
Hong Kong lives. 
bus 
determined by speed limits: 50km/hr in urban areas; 80km/hr in highways 
a quick scan on the city 
Buses are the second most popular vehicle 
in Hong Kong. With a high speed and 
fastened windows, passengers inside 
can only achive a quick vision contact on 
the city's situations. Some buses even 
install anti-glare windows which protects 
passengers from sunlights, however, it 
blocks their views to outside too. 
MTR 
max. 200l<m/hr 
detached from the city 
MTR. being the most popular vehicles in the 
city, aim at providing its service by means 
of high efficiency. Although fastened 
windows are installed at every unit, the 
passengers cannot achieve any views to 
outside world except darkness. Although 
some routines travel on land, the travelling 
speed is too fast to enable capturing views 
to outside. 
a travel machine for tlmmrktog^p叙kr彻尋Kongjsa 货大仙奶石山彩虹 
Wong Tal Sin Diamond Hill Choi Hung 
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3 hr-”leisure t ime" 
leisure family lime 
tidy-up 
time 0000 0600 1200 1800 
24-7 tight schedule 
overtime working in Hong Kong 
Hong Kong, rank 5 in long working hour in 
the world 
I m b B l B n c e between working period and leisure period 
50.9% 49.5% 46.7% 44.4% 40.9% 
teenagers 
11 hr-schooling period 
official hour tutorial 
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Stress and overwork on body 
mental disorder and physical pain 










55 64 75 80 
occupational diseases brought by long hour working 
muscle pains eye strain nerve pains 
“The principle of numbness comes into play with electric 
technology, as with any other. We have to numb our central 
nervous system when it is extended and exposed, or we will die. 
Thus the age of anxiety and of electric media is also the age of the 
unconscious and of apathy.“ 
y\fhen we can adjust the environmental conditions around us so as to achieve 
a state of comfort, we'd gradually rely on the equipments and be numb with 
our senses. 
Technologies are developed to create a 'comfortable' environment, equipments 
like air-conditioners, adjustable lighting devices and dehumidifter were 
invented to provide a more odvanced indoor spaces for people to live in. 
What about our outdoor spaces? 
How much do we know about it? 
the first large-scale electrical air conditioning was invented in 1902 by Willis Haviland Carrier 
technology driven environment 
numbness in surrounding changes 
numb in senses caused by the buildings' lightings easily adjusted environment in indoor 
day/night? 
Windsor House, cwb Prada, central 





passive body vs active body 
How they function differently? 
instructions 
data transfer external forces 
r \ 




















passive activities < 
“virtual human experience ] 
"comfort" 
> active activities 
:body-mind coordination 
:self-initiated: 
[virtual human experience] refers to a scene or situation that one experienced emotionally but not physically. 
driven by mutli-media and computerized world 
2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) Saving private ryan (1998) 
When we have emotionally experienced the situation in a spaceship and war from the virtual image description, would we be as 
sensative to the feeling of gravity and pain as if we havent watched the movies before? 
[tv dramas] 
The interactions between family members are 
virtualised by watching other family 
lives through tv dramas. 
How much do we concern about our own 
family problems? 












The face-to-face communication has been wV-
tualised by the internet communica-
tion tools. 
To how much extend would we trust each 
other if we can create our virtual image on 
the internet simply by typing? 
virtual wor ld 





no interactions with others 
real world 藝 【 
see hear touch smell 
E E ] 
enclosed/ open 
with/ without movements 
interactions with others 
[computer games] 
The experience of playing sports games has 
been virtualised by playing computer 
sports games. 
How can we archieve the experience of 
sports through these virtual games? 
v i r tua l w o r l d 







real w o r l d 
I ^ M 
l^tv.--. 二 •^.“‘.Ui,』 
see 
I 
hear touch smell 
enclosed space 
without movements 
no interactions with others 
•X X > 1 , 
. . . 
. . . . . c 
enclosed/ open 
with movements 
interactions with others 
•Q 
As virtual human a d v O H f ^ d j ^ r senses and body would become m o r e d e p e n d e n t a n d 
insensitive. f ^ ^ ^ 薄 
A 4-D f i lm is a market ing te rm that describes an en-
ter ta inment presentat ion system combin ing a 3-D 
film with physical effects in the theatre, which occur 
in synchronizat ion w i th the f i lm. 
effects involve rain, wind, strobe lights, and vibrat ion 
• i w r t r 
ifiF • • m 
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terminator 2,3D: battle accross time (1996) 
How much do we rely on the virtual experience? 










Mass media has become a majority category in the Hong 





Including the mass media activities, the ratio of people 
having a sitting posture in their daily lives is much higher 
than for exercises. 
The reasons behind according to survey are: 
Lack of time, Too tired. Laziness 
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[comfort] refers to a state of physical ease and freedom from pain or constraint. 
driven by technology 
The shell-shop of the Putilov works, St Petersburg 1903 
In the 19th century, workers in industries suffered from heavy workloads, industry analysts found out that taking rests is 
important factor for workers to maintain efficiency, comfort is thus a noun used to represent the state of rest; nowadays, our 
desire for comfort is beyond tiredness which induce laziness and passive bodies. 
kneel on floor mat, use body as 
chairs 
low no back chair the Windsor chair 
wooden chair with chairback and 
handles. 
the Windsor rocher chair 
swinging motion can be achieved 
by legs movements 
the'confortables' chair 
cushion seatings which develops; 
sense of comfort 
Ancient China Middle Age early 18th century 18th century end of 18th century i 
How do we heal our tired bodies? 
Medical treatments and medicine seems to be the major 
solution to our tired bodies, is there any alternatives? 































mind body coordination 
stimulating senses 
regulating blood circulation 
massage 
aromatherapy 







body and mind 
enclosed/ open 
static in water/ 







梦 Yoga in nature m nature as platform 
yoga as interaction tool between 
man 3门d nature 
Yoga deva 
Black studio 
yoga as pure meditation space 
hydrotherapy 
Ginzan onsen bath house 
Kengo Kuma 










central market central 
The testing site for this thesis is chosen to be Central Market in Central. Being the busiest commercial district in 
Hong Kong, Central is filled with an atmosphere of fast pace and concrete high-rise buildings. The Mid-Levels 
escalator is a static witness at the site who experiences the tense working pace of people by carrying them to 
different working locations at days and nights. Central market which is the only one public building which 
has connection with the Mid-Levels escalator, has been abandoned for 6 years and was only used as the 
circulation path for the passer-by. Would it be a chance in turning the Central market into an awake station 
for the tired, passive bodies, so as to refresh their mind and bodies by providing them with active activities in 
terms of sensational stimulation and experience? 
Central day and night 
Central, being the busiest commercial 
district in Hong Kong, creates a typical 
image to the lives in Hong Kong. While 
working labours are merged with their 
endless works, entertainment lives in the 
district are found to be rich at the same time. 
Movements, monotone lives, passive and 
active activities are happening at the same 
time, same place. 
IbTsim Sha Tsui 
It shows a even mixture of commercial 
and residential areas. Being a busy 
site,it is equipped with greenery, public 
facilities with lots of cultural buildings 
1c Causeway Bay 
The busy zone, composed of a mixture 
of commercial and residential areas are 
sandwiched between the public facilities 
and greenery areas. ( 
@ A w 1a Central The district has a quite distinct boundary between the commercial and residential 
areas, with only a few green and public 
areas. Even the public areas at uphills 







01 Function distribution comparasion between different commercial districts 
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Densely packed massage centers 
Streets of galleries 
Streets of bars and restaurants 
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2 A mixture of activities 
The entertainments at uphill is rich, at day time the retails, 
restaurants and galleries are crowded with people. During 
night time, the streets of bars especially at the location Lan 
Kwai Fong, are living so actively that the spaces become 
paradises to the tired working labours. 
02 Programmes 




The mid-levels escalator is the most distinctive transportation 
in the district. Apart from carrying people from uphill to downhll 
throughout the day, it also connects different commercial 
buildings together, with a public building, Central Market at 
the middle. The existed form and position of the escalator 
induce a character to the site, as well as a tourism horpot. 
3b Day time active level 
With the distribution of commercial building at downhill, a 
show of human flux from uphill to downhill can be observed. 
A gradation of the active level along the escalator can be 
found. 
3c Night time active level 
During night time, the case is reversed according to the 
densely distributed entertainment areas at uphill. Increasing 
active level at the uphill can be explained by the presence 
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Central, being the busiest 
commercial district in Hong Kong, 
creates a typical image to the 
lives in Hong Kong. While working 
labours are merged with their 
endless works, entertainment 
lives in the district are found to be 
rich at the same time. Movements, 
monotone lives, passive and 
active activities are happening at 
the same time, same place. 
along the public passage 
Central Ma rket pubHcbuilding as circulation 
Being built at 1842, the market has been proceed 
serveal resited and rebuilt. It served the public for a 
century till 2004. Owing to its Bauhaus envelop and 
interesting interna丨 spatial aerrangement, the former 
market shows much architectural value to Hong 
Kong. Until 2009, the government announced the 
building to be handed onto Urban Renewal Authority 
for revitalise, it is suggested by the Authority that the 
Central Market would be turned into an oasis to the 
busy central district. 
.2009 
Revitalisation Project 
announcement made by Government: 
hand on to URA for conservation 
1938 
Rebuilt of Market 
as Bauhaus style 
1994 
Market as circulation 
part of market being used as “ Cen-
tral Escalator Link Alley shopping 
:arcade" 
敏 j I 
2004 
Abandoned of Market 
only the Central Escalator 
Link Alley shopping Arcade is 
in use. 
1895 
i Rebuilt of Market 
i as western marbe style 
1842 
jCantoon B3Z33r 
is/fed near to Graham Street： 
1850 
Central Market 
moved to current site 
Timeline 
Central Market development 
Current situation in Central Market 
as public pathway and street of shops 
已auhaus style 
aerial/ front view 
Connections to the surroundings 
L 罵 
mid-level escalator/ to julibee street/ to queen victoria street 
Programmes 
Central Escalator Link Alley shopping arcade 
/ 衫 r/ 
Interior spaces 
atrium, viewed from 1st floor 
2nd floor corridor along the shop-
ping street 
the pathway 
Adaptive Reuse research 






coversion on function vertical extension 
/ / " r r 
lateral extension 
basement extension 
may subject to 
structural alternation 
floors / walls alternation, 
partial demolition 
Partial demolition + lateral extension 助力 
1881 Heritage, Tsim Sha Shui 
w織im法m 
vertical extension ttt^H^ 
current use: 
Commercial complex 
hotel, restaurants and luxury shops 
former use: 
Headquarters of the HK Marine Police 
feedbacks: 
lots oftressa are demolished in the project 
commerical dominate the heritage value 
Bethanie ,Pok Fu Lam 
current use: 
School of Television and Film, 
Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts 
former use 
Sanatorium 
Jockey Club Creative Arts Centre 
Shek Kip Mei 
current use: 
art centre 
workshops, studios, exhibition areas 
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Ping Shan Tang Clan Gallery, 
Yuen Long 




Ping Shan Police Station 
Academy of Visual Arts of HKBU, 
Kwun Tong 
current use : 
Visual Arts academic centre 
classrooms, workshops, exhibition 
former use 
Royal Air Force Officers'Mess 
• r : : 「 1 • . _ _ _ conversion on function "/V/V conversion on function tttttt' conversion on function 'tttttt 
London, England 
partial demolition + vertical extension 
Tate Modern Museum Herzog and de Meuron 
current use: 
modem art museum 
exhibition spaces restaurants, shops 
former use: 
1947-1995 
Old oil-fired power station 
A two-storey glass penthouse added above the 
Cologne, Germany 
partial demmolition + vertical extension 
Museum of Modern Art Peter Zumthor 
current use: 
modern art museum 
gallery spaces for collection of religious art 
former use : 
A.D.Wto 1945 
St. Kolumba parish church 
alternations: 
vertical masonry extension 






current use : 
multifunctional cultural centre 
climbing field, theatre, restaurants, offices 
former use: 
sewage treatment plant 
alternations: 
internal floors divisions 
irregular and regular spaces divisions 
Reuse of Zee burg Silos proposal by NL Architects Gasometer City Jean Nouvel, Coop Himmelblau, Manfred Wehdorn，Wilhelm Holzbauer 
current use: 
a ‘city’ 
apartments, offices, shops and entertainment 
former use: 
1899-1984 
gas storage tanks 
alternations: 
skybridges are built between tanks as connection 
A shield as extension for Gasometer B created 
symbol for new content 
Vienna, Austria ., rp— 
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human flux collector 
intermediate 
zone 








level +3.3 level +24.3 
bkbjaL^  
Ecr^-
level +8.3 level +40.3 
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sections and perspective views 
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sectional perspective 
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